
PRODUCTS



Paverplast
Is a Paverpol additive that can change

Paverpol into plaster. This plaster is fully

water-tight and weather resistant.

Paverplast Plaster can be used to make

permanently water resistant outdoor

projects such as bird baths, fountains, and

ponds. It will also give styrofoam, papier

mâché, selfhardening clay, and more a

waterproof coating. As well, it mixes with

Art Stone, Paversand, Pavercolor, and more

flawlessly, creating infinite possibilities for

your sculpture or decor. Paverplast is

available in 100 gram and 400 gram pots.

paverpolamerica.com 



Pavercolor 

Is a vivid pigment powder that both mixes beautifully

with Paverpol and with over Pavercolors! Combined with

Paverpol Transparent, you can mix any custom color you

desire. When white textile is soaked in this Paverpol

mixture, it will take on the beautiful color and make your

statues and decor shine! We stock Paverpol in 21 colors:

Antique Gold, Black, Blue, Blue Jeans, Brick Red (Stone

Red), Bronze, Brown, Copper, Dark Green, Gold, Green,

Light Blue, Mother of Pearl, Rust, Sea Blue (Bleu de

Mer/Sea Blue), Sienna, Silver, Violet, White,Yellow,

Yellow Ochre.
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Is a unique textural additive to use for

your Paverpol projects. Not only can you

sprinkle the powder onto wet Paverpol to

give statues a stone-like appearance, it

can be mixed with Paverpol to create a

beautiful, delicate self-hardening clay. It

combines beautifully with Pavercolor,

Paverplast, and Paversand to unlock

even more textural possibilities! Art

Stone is available in pots of 300 and

12500 grams.

Art Stone
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Paverpol Wrappers
Are stretchable cloth pieces with tons of

possibilities and uses! They are the ideal product

for fleshing out wire frames for statues and

sculptures, creating a smooth solid base to see

your idea come to life! As well, they can be used

to decorate your Paverpol sculpture or

decoration, providing unique drape, texture, and

more in one versatile piece of cloth! Try using

them to make clothing for statuettes such as

hats and scarves. There are 100 10 cm x 10 cm

wrappers in each box. 
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Josefine Varnish
Is a high quality outdoor varnish that will protect

your piece no matter the setting! It protects

paint from weather–rain or shine! Keep your

pieces looking as beautiful as when you first

made them with this beautiful varnish. Josefine

Varnish is extremely user-friendly and cleans up

in a snap. All it takes is water and a little soft

soap. Josefine Varnish is available in 3 beautiful

finishes, High Gloss, Satin, and Matte, and in 2

sizes, 100 ml and 375 ml.
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Paverscrub 

Is decorative colored flakes with endless

possible uses! Give these colorful flakes a

try on your next Paverpol project.

Paverscrub comes in 45 gram pots in

various colors. We stock Terracotta,

Granite, and Green
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Paverpol Sculpting Medium
Is an environmentally-friendly textile hardener, offering you endless
possibilities to shape your creativity. Developed by Dutch artists, it
is a user friendly replacement for resin. Paverpol dries quickly, but
slowly enough to allow for plenty of open working time. It adheres
to almost all materials (except plastic) and unlike most hardeners, it
doesn’t deteriorate polystyrene foam. Despite this, it easily washes
off your hands and tools with warm water. Best of all, it is the first
product of its kind to have earned the AP seal, which means it’s
suitable for artists of all ages! Finished projects become hardened
with no additional products required. It is suitable for indoor and
outdoor use, though for outdoor use we recommend a coat of
outdoor varnish. Varnish is especially recommended if your piece
is painted with acrylic paints or will be in a high-humidity area. This
will keep your piece beautiful and help you avoid mildew and
decay. Paverpol comes in 6 colors: Transparent, White, Black,
Lead Grey, Bronze, and Peach. It comes in a variety of sizes,
giving you great options for any project. It can be purchased in 500
gram, 1000 gram, and 5000/5750 gram pots and buckets. Paverpol
Transparent and Bronze is also available in a 250 ml bottle with a
dropper. This is especially useful for fine work, such as waterproof
bonding of beads for necklaces and earrings. The bottles are also
ideal for scrapbooking and gluing doll clothes. paverpolamerica.com 



Paversand

Is a texture additive medium for sculpting

projects. While it isn’t actually sand,

when combined with Art Stone and

Paverplast it transforms your project. Use

it to create incredible 3D effects like deep

cracks, fissures, and crevices on canvas,

figures, wood, glass, metal, pottery,

sturdy cardboard, and more! The more

you add, the coarser the structure and

the more unique textures you can find!

Paversand comes in 1000 g containers.

Available in two colors/finishes: White

Paversand results in a stone-hard finish,

while Black Paversand results in a coarse

finish.
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Is a beautiful decorative dried birch bark. As soon as

Paverpol is applied to it, it becomes flexible, offering

endless decoration possibilities! Use it to create beautiful

textures in your Paverpol sculptures or decor, or even

apply it to canvas or another surface for amazing texture

in your creative works. Relief Decoration is

approximately 30 x 50 cm, packed in a bag. 

Josefine’s Relief Decoration
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Stockinette
Stretchy and with an open-weave knit, Paverpol

Stockinette is an amazing addition to your next

project. It makes beautiful clothes for figures, a

beautiful decoration, and can create unique

surface designs and textures for your piece.

With a delicate drape and unique texture,

Stockinette has endless posibilities for your

Paverpol artworks and decorations. Stockinette

is made of 100% cotton, package contains a 80 x

100 cm piece of fabric. (Approximately 1 yard)
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